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and medieval romance, teemed with pictorial subjects. 

Incidentally, I was impressed with the caliber of his fam-
ily and friends who seemed to be well-placed in society. For 
example, his wife was a close friend of George Eliot and his 
nephew, Stanley Baldwin, became prime minister.

The picture below is one of four that Burne-Jones painted 
about the story of Sleeping Beauty. As you probably remem-
ber, a fairy who wasn’t invited to the christening (apparently 
because they only had a set of 12 plates and there were 
13 fairies) said the king’s daughter would prick herself on a 
spindle and die. Then a good fairy changed the curse to say 
she would only sleep for 100 years—until a handsome prince 
kissed her.

Naturally, to fulfill the prophecy, on the eve of her sixteenth 
birthday she found an unlocked room with a spindle and be-
gan her 100 years of sleep. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we could 
all sleep for 100 years and not age? (And apparently not need to 
eat.)

Now, if you want to read more about Burne-Jones or 
flageolets, just use Google. You will discover more than you 
may want to know.
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For some time now, I’ve wanted 
to add a coloring page to my 
diversion cards. I knew that 
there are many websites that 
provide free pictures for adults 
(and children) to color. 

So I went to Google, which is 
one of my favorite inventions 
when I am curious about 
something. All I have to do is 
write something in the search 
engine and—voilà!—I have my 
answer. (In fact, as I am writing 
this, I just now discovered how 
to spell voila, which has often 
alluded me.)

Anyway, I found a website, 
www.justcolor.net, with this picture 
and a sketch of the picture that you 
can color, which is on the inside 
of this card. I had never seen this 
painting before or known about the 
artist. So I again went to Google and discovered a few things 
I will share with you. 

“An Angel Playing 
a Flageolet” by 

Edward Burne Jones 

This card—Painting an Angel—is Number 9 in a series of 
“Diversions for You and Your Friends” created by 
Arlene Harder, MA, MFT, Support4Change Blog. 

I hope this card helps you create a little
peace, joy and love in your life
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Flageolets and Tin Whistles

The flageolet is a woodwind instrument and a member of the 
fipple flute family. (Have you ever heard of fipple flutes?)

Flageolets have varied greatly during the last 400 years. . . . 
Small versions of this instrument, called bird flageolets, were 
also made and were used for teaching birds to sing. (I didn’t 
know birds had to be taught!) These tiny flageolets have, like 
the French flageolet, four finger holes on the front and two 
thumb holes on the back. . . .

An English maker, William Bainbridge, in around 1810, patent-
ed a double flageolet which consisted of two English flageolets 
joined together so that the player could harmonise the tunes 
that he played. However, the flageolet was eventually entirely 
replaced by the tin whistle and is rarely played today. Never-
theless, it is a very easy instrument to play and the tone is soft 
and gentle. It has a range of about two octaves.

Here are a Few Things About the Painter

Sir Edward Coley Burne-Jones (1833 - 1898) was a British art-
ist and designer closely associated with the later phase of the 
Pre-Raphaelite movement.

His mother, Elizabeth Coley Jones, died within six days of his 
birth, and he was raised by his grieving father and the family 
housekeeper, Ann Sampson, an “obsessively affectionate but 
humourless and unintellectual local girl.” (How this particular 
information found its way into the article I’m not sure.) 

At Oxford he became a friend of William Morris as a conse-
quence of a mutual interest in poetry. They formed a very close 
and intimate society, which they called “The Brotherhood,” and 
visited churches, and worshipped the Middle Ages.

In 1860, Burne-Jones married Georgiana MacDonald, an artist 
in training, after which she made her own work in woodcuts.

He dropped his studies for the ministry and became an art-
ist whose extraordinary faculty of invention as a designer was 
already ripening; his mind, rich in knowledge of classical story 

Color the picture any way you want. No one is going to 
judge you. Just notice how soothing it is to take your 
mind off your troubles. 
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